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AUD$14.99Discount: Price/COM_VIRTUEMART_UNIT_SYMBOL_: Mama is very pleased with the dress material she has bought for Thelma's wedding. Jamela can't resist wrapping material around her and dancing down the road, proud of the peacock to show Thelma her beautiful dress! When things go wrong, Mama is very sad indeed, but there's a happy
ending just in time for Thelma's wedding day – and guess what is the biggest smile... Kwela Jamela, Queen of Africa, that's what! More books by this author author bio: Niki Daly has won many awards for his exuberant work. His groundbreaking Not So Fast Songololo (1986), winner of the U.S. Parental Choice Award, paved the way for the books of
apartheid South African children. Since then, he has been published around the world and has attended and presented talks in several countries. Among his many Frenchs Lincoln books, When At the Time was honor winner of the U.S. Children's Africana Book Awards 2004. Jamela's Dress – the first Jamela series – was another landmark book chosen by
ALA as a prominent children's book and booklist as one of the Top 10 African American Picture Books of 2000, and winning both the Children's Literature Choice Award and the Parental Choice Silver Award. Niki lives with his wife, illustrator Jude Daly, in Mowbray, a bustling Cape Town suburb. Category: Children&amp;Education ISBN: 9780711214491
Publisher: Quarto UK Imprint: Frances Lincoln Children's Pub Date: March 2000 Page Volume: 36 Format: Paperback Age: 0 - 0 Theme: Children's, Teenage &amp; educational View all the latest articles by Niki Daly, Author, Niki Daly, Illustrator Farrar Straus Giroux $16 (32p) ISBN 978-0-374-33667-7 More By And About This Author Daly (Bravo, Zan
Angelo!) splashes a light watercolor across the pages of this warm evtiocative image book in his native South Africa. Jamela's mother buys the length of an expensive fabric for the wedding, and after washing it, leaves Jamela in charge of the fabric until it dries. Jamela, however, can't resist playing dress-up with gorgeous material. As she struts through the
city trailing the cloth like a train, passers-by greet her with a refrain kwela Jamela african queen! She poses for a triumphant photo, but is crestfallen when a boy on a bike accidentally kills a cloth. But all is well, that ends well – when her photographer friend wins the prize money for the photo he took to regal Jamela, he replaces the ruined material. Daly
shows a knack for pinning down domestic information that resonates with her audience, from Jamela teetering on her mother's red shoes to the look of contrition on her face as she gets scolding. Sincere interaction between mother and daughter is particularly well-delimited; the love link between them euses from the orange and yellow heat of the fabric at
the center of the story. Subtle accents add to the exotic flavor setting, from nelson mandela poster hanging on the store wall on freely on the streets. A sympathetic and careless slice of life. Age 5-up. (Apr. ) Perfectly South African, and completely versatile. Lively, funny, with a great crisis and a happy resolution, and the author's note that, unfortunately, is the
party to which my library is bound (however, I ist, and it's good to share with older children). I honestly tried to talk myself into giving this only four stars, but I can't find a shortage in it. Just a gem, and it would be even if it wasn't for a multicultural setting. I will continue to read more from my latest discovery, ama perfectly South African, and completely
versatile. Lively, funny, with a great crisis and a happy resolution, and the author's note that, unfortunately, is the party to which my library is bound (however, I ist, and it's good to share with older children). I honestly tried to talk myself into giving this only four stars, but I can't find a shortage in it. Just a gem, and it would be even if it wasn't for a multicultural
setting. I will continue to read more from my latest discovery, the amazing &amp; under-appreciated Niki Daly. ... more Mama is very pleased with the dress material she has bought for Thelma's wedding. Jamela can't resist wrapping material around her and dancing down the road, proud of the peacock to show Thelma her beautiful dress! When things go
wrong, Mama is very sad indeed, but there's a happy ending just in time for Thelma's wedding day – and guess what is the biggest smile... Kwela Jamela, Queen of Africa, that's what! who who!
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